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Generic Hopf Galois extensions
Christian Kassel
Abstract. In previous joint work with Eli Aljadeff we attached a generic Hopf
Galois extension Aα
H
to each twisted algebra αH obtained from a Hopf alge-
bra H by twisting its product with the help of a cocycle α. The algebra Aα
H
is a flat deformation of αH over a “big” central subalgebra Bα
H
and can be
viewed as the noncommutative analogue of a versal torsor in the sense of Serre.
After surveying the results on Aα
H
obtained with Aljadeff, we establish three
new results: we present a systematic method to construct elements of the com-
mutative algebra Bα
H
, we show that a certain important integrality condition
is satisfied by all finite-dimensional Hopf algebras generated by grouplike and
skew-primitive elements, and we compute Bα
H
in the case where H is the Hopf
algebra of a cyclic group.
Introduction
In this paper we deal with associative algebras αH obtained from a Hopf alge-
bra H by twisting its product by a cocycle α. This class of algebras, which for sim-
plicity we call twisted algebras, coincides with the class of so-called cleft Hopf Galois
extensions of the ground field; classical Galois extensions and strongly group-graded
algebras belong to this class. As has been stressed many times (see, e.g., [22]), Hopf
Galois extensions can be viewed as noncommutative analogues of principal fiber
bundles (also known as G-torsors), for which the roˆle of the structural group is
played by a Hopf algebra. Hopf Galois extensions abound in the world of quantum
groups and of noncommutative geometry. The problem of constructing systemat-
ically Hopf Galois extensions of a given algebra for a given Hopf algebra and of
classifying them up to isomorphism has been addressed in a number of papers over
the last fifteen years; let us mention [4, 5, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21].
This list is far from being exhaustive, but gives a pretty good idea of the activity
on this subject.
A new approach to this problem was recently considered in [2]; this approach
mixes commutative algebra with techniques from noncommutative algebra such
as polynomial identities. In particular, in that paper Eli Aljadeff and the author
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attached two “universal algebras” UαH , A
α
H to each twisted algebra
αH . The al-
gebra UαH , which was built out of polynomial identities satisfied by
αH , was the
starting point of loc. cit. In the present paper we concentrate on the second al-
gebra AαH and survey the results obtained in [2] from the point of view of this
algebra. In addition, we present here two new results, namely Theorem 6.2 and
Proposition 7.1, as well as a computation in Subsection 3.3.
The algebra AαH is a “generic” version of
αH and can be seen as a kind of
universal Hopf Galois extension. To construct AαH we introduce the generic cocycle
cohomologous to the original cocycle α and we consider the commutative algebra BαH
generated by the values of the generic cocycle and of its convolution inverse. Then
AαH is a cleft H-Galois extension of B
α
H . We call A
α
H the generic Galois extension
and BαH the generic base space. They satisfy the following remarkable properties.
Any “form” of αH is obtained from AαH by a specialization of B
α
H . Conversely,
under an additional integrality condition, any central specialization of AαH is a form
of αH . Thus, the set of algebra morphisms Alg(BαH ,K) parametrizes the isomor-
phism classes of K-forms of αH and AαH can be viewed as the noncommutative
analogue of a versal deformation space or a versal torsor in the sense of Serre
(see [11, Chap. I]). We believe that such versal deformation spaces are of interest
and deserve to be computed for many Hopf Galois extensions. Even when the Hopf
algebra H is a group algebra, in which case our theory simplifies drastically, not
many examples have been computed (see [1, 3] for results in this case).
Our approach also leads to the emergence of new interesting questions on Hopf
algebras such as Question 6.1 below. We give a positive answer to this question for
a class of Hopf algebras that includes the finite-dimensional ones that are generated
by grouplike and skew-primitive elements.
Finally we present a new systematic way to construct elements of the generic
base space BαH . These elements are the images of certain universal noncommuta-
tive polynomials under a certain tautological map. In the language of polynomial
identities, these noncommutative polynomials are central identities.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall the concept of a
Hopf Galois extension and discuss the classification problem for such extensions.
In Section 2 we define Hopf algebra cocycles and the twisted algebras αH . We
construct the generic cocycle and the generic base space BαH in Section 3; we also
compute BαH when H is the Hopf algebra of a cyclic group. In Section 4 we illus-
trate the theory with a nontrivial, still not too complicated example, namely with
the four-dimensional Sweedler algebra. In Section 5 we define the generic Hopf
Galois extension AαH and state its most important properties. Some results of Sec-
tion 5 hold under a certain integrality condition; in Section 6 we prove that this
condition is satisfied by a certain class of Hopf algebras. In Section 7 we present
the above-mentioned general method to construct elements of BαH . The contents of
Subsection 3.3 and of Sections 6 and 7 are new.
We consistently work over a fixed field k, over which all our constructions will
be defined. As usual, unadorned tensor symbols refer to the tensor product of k-
vector spaces. All algebras are assumed to be associative and unital, and all algebra
morphisms preserve the units. We denote the unit of an algebra A by 1A, or simply
by 1 if the context is clear. The set of algebra morphisms from an algebra A to an
algebra B will be denoted by Alg(A,B).
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1. Principal fiber bundles and Hopf Galois extensions
1.1. Hopf Galois extensions. A principal fiber bundle involves a group G
acting, say on the right, on a space X such that the map
X ×G→ X ×Y X ; (x, g) 7→ (x, xg)
is an isomorphism (in the category of spaces under consideration). Here Y repre-
sents some version of the quotient space X/G and X ×Y X the fiber product.
In a purely algebraic setting, the group G is replaced by a Hopf algebra H with
coproduct ∆ : H → H ⊗ H , cou¨nit ε : H → k, and antipode S : H → H . In
the sequel we shall make use of the Heyneman-Sweedler sigma notation (see [23,
Sect. 1.2]): we write
∆(x) =
∑
(x)
x(1) ⊗ x(2)
for the coproduct of x ∈ H and
∆(2)(x) =
∑
(x)
x(1) ⊗ x(2) ⊗ x(3)
for the iterated coproduct ∆(2) = (∆⊗ idH) ◦∆ = (idH ⊗∆) ◦∆, and so on.
The G-space X is replaced by an algebra A carrying the structure of an H-
comodule algebra. Recall that an algebra A is an H-comodule algebra if it has a
right H-comodule structure whose coaction δ : A→ A⊗H is an algebra morphism.
The space of co¨ınvariants of an H-comodule algebra A is the subspace AH of A
defined by
AH = {a ∈ A | δ(a) = a⊗ 1} .
The subspace AH is a subalgebra and a subcomodule of A. We then say that
AH ⊂ A is an H-extension or that A is an H-extension of AH . An H-extension is
called central if AH lies in the center of A.
An H-extension B = AH ⊂ A is said to be H-Galois if A is faithfully flat as a
left B-module and the linear map β : A⊗B A→ A⊗H defined for a, b ∈ A by
a⊗ b 7→ (a⊗ 1H) δ(b)
is bijective. For a survey of Hopf Galois extensions, see [18, Chap. 8].
Example 1.1. The group algebra H = k[G] of a group G is a Hopf algebra with
coproduct, cou¨nit, and antipode respectively given for all g ∈ G by
∆(g) = g ⊗ g , ε(g) = 1 , S(g) = g−1 .
This is a pointed Hopf algebra. It is well known (see [7, Lemma 4.8]) that an
H-comodule algebra A is the same as a G-graded algebra
A =
⊕
g∈G
Ag .
The coaction δ : A → A ⊗H is given by δ(a) = a ⊗ g for a ∈ Ag and g ∈ G. We
have AH = Ae, where e is the neutral element of G. Such a algebra is an H-Galois
extension of Ae if and only if the product induces isomorphisms
Ag ⊗Ae Ah
∼= Agh (g, h ∈ G) .
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1.2. (Uni)versal extensions. An isomorphism f : A → A′ of H-Galois ex-
tensions is an isomorphism of the underlying H-comodule algebras, i.e., an algebra
morphism satisfying
δ ◦ f = (f ⊗ idH) ◦ δ .
Such an isomorphism necessarily sends AH onto A′H .
For any Hopf algebra H and any commutative algebra B, let CGalH(B) denote
the set of isomorphism classes of central H-Galois extensions of B. It was shown
in [13, Th. 1.4] (see also [14, Prop. 1.2]) that any morphism f : B → B′ of
commutative algebras induces a functorial map
f∗ : CGalH(B)→ CGalH(B
′)
given by f∗(A) = B
′ ⊗B A for all H-Galois extensions A of B. The set CGalH(B)
is also a contravariant functor in H (see [14, Prop. 1.3]), but we will not make use
of this fact here.
Recall that principal fiber bundles are classified as follows: there is a principal
G-bundle EG → BG, called the universal G-bundle such that any principal G-
bundle X → Y is obtained from pulling back the universal one along a continuous
map f : Y → BG, which is unique up to homotopy.
By analogy, a (uni)versal H-Galois extension would be a central H-Galois
extension BH ⊂ AH such that for any commutative algebra B and any central
H-Galois extension A of B there is a (unique) morphism of algebras f : BH → B
such that f∗(AH) ∼= A. In other words, the map
Alg(BH , B)→ CGalH(B) ; f 7→ f∗(AH)
would be surjective (bijective). We have no idea if such (uni)versal H-Galois ex-
tensions exist for general Hopf algebras.
In the sequel, we shall only consider the case where B = k and the H-Galois
extensions of k are cleft. Such extensions coincide with the twisted algebras αH
introduced in the next section. To such an H-Galois extension we shall asso-
ciate a central H-Galois extension BαH ⊂ A
α
H , such that the functor Alg(B
α
H ,−)
parametrizes the “forms” of αH . In this way we obtain an H-Galois extension
that is versal for a family of H-Galois extensions close to αH in some appropriate
e´tale-like Grothendieck topology.
2. Twisted algebras
The definition of the twisted algebras αH uses the concept of a cocycle, which
we now recall.
2.1. Cocycles. Let H be a Hopf algebra and B a commutative algebra. We
use the following terminology. A bilinear map α : H ×H → B is a cocycle of H
with values in B if∑
(x),(y)
α(x(1), y(1))α(x(2)y(2), z) =
∑
(y),(z)
α(y(1), z(1))α(x, y(2)z(2))
for all x, y, z ∈ H . In the literature, what we call a cocycle is often referred to as a
“left 2-cocycle.”
A bilinear map α : H ×H → B is said to be normalized if
(2.1) α(x, 1H) = α(1H , x) = ε(x) 1B
for all x ∈ H .
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Two cocycles α, β : H × H → B are said to be cohomologous if there is an
invertible linear map λ : H → B such that
(2.2) β(x, y) =
∑
(x),(y)
λ(x(1))λ(y(1))α(x(2), y(2))λ
−1(x(3)y(3))
for all x, y ∈ H . Here “invertible” means invertible with respect to the convolution
product and λ−1 : H → B denotes the inverse of λ. We write α ∼ β if α, β are
cohomologous cocycles. The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation on the set of
cocycles of H with values in B.
2.2. Twisted product. Let H be a Hopf algebra, B a commutative algebra,
and α : H ×H → B be a normalized cocycle with values in B. From now on, all
cocycles are assumed to be invertible with respect to the convolution product.
Let uH be a copy of the underlying vector space of H . Denote the identity map
from H to uH by x 7→ ux (x ∈ H).
We define the twisted algebra B ⊗ αH as the vector space B ⊗ uH equipped
with the associative product given by
(2.3) (b⊗ ux)(c⊗ uy) =
∑
(x),(y)
bc α(x(1), y(1))⊗ ux(2)y(2)
for all b, c ∈ B and x, y ∈ H . Since α is a normalized cocycle, 1B ⊗ u1 is the unit
of B ⊗ αH .
The algebra A = B ⊗ αH is an H-comodule algebra with coaction
δ = idB ⊗∆ : A = B ⊗H → B ⊗H ⊗H = A⊗H .
The subalgebra of co¨ınvariants of B ⊗ αH coincides with B ⊗ u1. Using (2.1)
and (2.3), it is easy to check that this subalgebra lies in the center of B ⊗ αH .
It is well known that each twisted algebraB⊗αH is a centralH-Galois extension
of B. Actually, the class of twisted algebra coincides with the class of so-called
central cleft H-Galois extensions; see [6], [9], [18, Prop. 7.2.3].
An important special case of this construction occurs when B = k is the ground
field and α : H ×H → k is a cocycle of H with values in k. In this case, we simply
call α a cocycle of H . Then the twisted algebra k⊗αH , which we henceforth denote
by αH , coincides with uH equipped with the associative product
ux uy =
∑
(x),(y)
α(x(1), y(1))ux(2)y(2)
for all x, y ∈ H . The twisted algebras of the form αH coincide with the so-called
cleft H-Galois objects, which are the cleft H-Galois extensions of the ground field k.
We point out that for certain Hopf algebras H all H-Galois objects are cleft, e.g.,
if H is finite-dimensional or is a pointed Hopf algebra.
When H = k[G] is the Hopf algebra of a group as in Example 1.1, then a
G-graded algebra A =
⊕
g∈G Ag is an H-Galois object if and only if AgAh = Agh
for all g, h ∈ G and dimAg = 1 for all g ∈ G. Such an H-extension is cleft and
thus isomorphic to αH for some normalized invertible cocycle α.
2.3. Isomorphisms of twisted algebras. By [6, 8] there is an isomorphism
of H-comodule algebras between the twisted algebras αH and βH if and only if
the cocycles α and β are cohomologous in the sense of (2.2). It follows that the
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set of isomorphism classes of cleft H-Galois objects is in bijection with the set of
cohomology classes of invertible cocycles of H .
When the Hopf algebra H is cocommutative, then the convolution product of
two cocycles is a cocycle and the set of cohomology classes of invertible cocycles
of H is a group. This applies to the case H = k[G]; in this case the group of
cohomology classes of invertible cocycles of k[G] is isomorphic to the cohomology
group H2(G, k×) of the group G with values in the group k× of invertible elements
of k.
In general, the convolution product of two cocycles is not a cocycle and thus the
set of cohomology classes of invertible cocycles is not a group. One of the raisons
d’eˆtre of the constructions presented here and in [2] lies in the lack of a suitable
cohomology group governing the situation. We come up instead with the generic
Galois extension defined below.
3. The generic cocycle
Let H be a Hopf algebra and α : H ×H → k an invertible normalized cocycle.
3.1. The cocycle σ. Our first aim is to construct a “generic” cocycle of H
that is cohomologous to α.
We start from the equation (2.2)
β(x, y) =
∑
(x),(y)
λ(x(1))λ(y(1))α(x(2), y(2))λ
−1(x(3)y(3))
expressing that a cocycle β is cohomologous to α, and the equation
(3.1)
∑
(x)
λ(x(1))λ
−1(x(2)) =
∑
(x)
λ−1(x(1))λ(x(2)) = ε(x) 1
expressing that the linear form λ is invertible with inverse λ−1. To obtain the
generic cocycle, we proceed to mimic (2.2), replacing the scalars λ(x), λ−1(x) re-
spectively by symbols tx, t
−1
x satisfying (3.1).
Let us give a meaning to the symbols tx, t
−1
x . To this end we pick another copy
tH of the underlying vector space of H and denote the identity map from H to tH
by x 7→ tx (x ∈ H).
Let S(tH) be the symmetric algebra over the vector space tH . If {xi}i∈I is a
basis of H , then S(tH) is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra over the indetermi-
nates {txi}i∈I .
By [2, Lemma A.1] there is a unique linear map x 7→ t−1x from H to the field
of fractions FracS(tH) of S(tH) such that for all x ∈ H ,
(3.2)
∑
(x)
tx(1) t
−1
x(2)
=
∑
(x)
t−1x(1) tx(2) = ε(x) 1 .
Equation (3.2) is the symbolic counterpart of (3.1).
Mimicking (2.2), we define a bilinear map
σ : H ×H → FracS(tH)
with values in the field of fractions FracS(tH) by the formula
(3.3) σ(x, y) =
∑
(x),(y)
tx(1) ty(1) α(x(2), y(2)) t
−1
x(3)y(3)
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for all x, y ∈ H . The bilinear map σ is a cocycle of H with values in FracS(tH);
by definition, it is cohomologous to α. We call σ the generic cocycle attached to α.
The cocycle α being invertible, so is σ, with inverse σ−1 given for all x, y ∈ H
by
(3.4) σ−1(x, y) =
∑
(x),(y)
tx(1)y(1) α
−1(x(2), y(2)) t
−1
x(3)
t−1y(3) ,
where α−1 is the inverse of α.
In the case where H = k[G] is the Hopf algebra of a group, the generic cocycle
and its inverse have the following simple expressions:
(3.5) σ(g, h) = α(g, h)
tg th
tgh
and σ−1(g, h) =
1
α(g, h)
tgh
tg th
for all g, h ∈ G.
3.2. The generic base space. Let BαH be the subalgebra of FracS(tH) gen-
erated by the values of the generic cocycle σ and of its inverse σ−1. For reasons
that will become clear in Section 5, we call BαH the generic base space.
Since BαH is a subalgebra of the field FracS(tH), it is a domain and the tran-
scendence degree of the field of fractions of BαH cannot exceed the dimension of H .
In the case where H is finite-dimensional, BαH is a finitely generated algebra.
One can obtain a presentation of BαH by generators and relations using standard
monomial order techniques of commutative algebra.
3.3. A computation. Let H = k[Z] be the Hopf algebra of the group Z of
integers. We write Z multiplicatively and identify its elements with the powers xm
of a variable x (m ∈ Z).
We take α to be the trivial cocycle, i.e., α(g, h) = 1 for all g, h ∈ Z (this is no
restriction sinceH2(Z, k×) = 0). In this case the symmetric algebra S(tH) coincides
with the polynomial algebra k[tm |m ∈ Z]. Set ym = tm/t
m
1 for each m ∈ Z. We
have y1 = 1 and y0 = t0.
By (3.5), the generic cocycle is given by
σ(xm, xn) =
tmtn
tm+n
for all m,n ∈ Z. This can be reformulated as
σ(xm, xn) =
ymyn
ym+n
.
The inverse of σ is given by
σ−1(xm, xn) =
1
σ(xm, xn)
=
ym+n
ymyn
.
A simple computation yields the following expressions of ym in the values of σ
and σ−1:
ym =


σ−1(xm−1, x)σ−1(xm−2, x) · · ·σ−1(x, x) if m ≥ 2 ,
1 if m = 1 ,
σ(x0, x0) if m = 0 ,
σ(xm, x−m)σ(x−m−1, x)σ(x−m−2, x) · · · σ(x, x)σ(x0 , x0) if m ≤ −1 .
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It follows that the elements y±1m belong to B
α
H for all m ∈ Z−{1} and generate this
algebra. It is easy to check that the family (ym)m 6=1 is algebraically independent,
so that BαH is the Laurent polynomial algebra
BαH = k[ y
±1
m |m ∈ Z− {1} ] .
We deduce the algebra isomorphism
(3.6) k[t±1m |m ∈ Z]
∼= BαH [t
±1
1 ] .
If in the previous computations we replace Z by the cyclic group Z/N , where N
is some integer N ≥ 2, then the algebra BαH is again a Laurent polynomial algebra:
BαH = k[y
±1
0 , y
±1
2 , . . . , y
±1
N ]
where y0, y2, . . . , yN−1 are defined as above and yN = t0/t
N
1 . In this case, the
algebra k[t±10 , t
±1
1 , . . . , t
±1
N−1] is an integral extension of B
α
H :
k[t±10 , t
±1
1 , . . . , t
±1
N−1]
∼= BαH [t1]/(t
N
1 − y0/yN ) .
4. The Sweedler algebra
We now illustrate the constructions of Section 3 on Sweedler’s four-dimensional
Hopf algebra. We assume in this section that the characteristic of the ground field k
is different from 2.
The Sweedler algebra H4 is the algebra generated by two elements x, y subject
to the relations
x2 = 1 , xy + yx = 0 , y2 = 0 .
It is four-dimensional. As a basis of H4 we take the set {1, x, y, z}, where z = xy.
The algebra H4 carries the structure of a Hopf algebra with coproduct, cou¨nit,
and antipode given by
∆(1) = 1⊗ 1 , ∆(x) = x⊗ x ,
∆(y) = 1⊗ y + y ⊗ x , ∆(z) = x⊗ z + z ⊗ 1 ,
ε(1) = ε(x) = 1 , ε(y) = ε(z) = 0 ,
S(1) = 1 , S(x) = x ,
S(y) = z , S(z) = −y .
By definition, the symbols tx and t
−1
x satisfy the equations
t1 t
−1
1 = 1 , tx t
−1
x = 1 ,
t1 t
−1
y + ty t
−1
x = 0 , tx t
−1
z + tz t
−1
1 = 0 .
Hence,
t−11 =
1
t1
, t−1x =
1
tx
, t−1y = −
ty
t1tx
, t−1z = −
tz
t1tx
.
Masuoka [15] showed that any cleft H4-Galois object has, up to isomorphism,
the following presentation:
αH4 = k〈ux, uy |u
2
x = a , uxuy + uyux = b , u
2
y = c 〉
for some scalars a, b, c with a 6= 0. To indicate the dependence on the parameters
a, b c, we denote αH4 by Aa,b,c.
It is easy to check that the center of Aa,b,c is trivial for all values of a, b, c.
Moreover, the algebra Aa,b,c is simple if and only b
2 − 4ac 6= 0. If b2 − 4ac = 0,
then Aa,b,c is isomorphic as an algebra to H4; the latter is not semisimple since the
two-sided ideal generated by y is nilpotent.
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The generic cocycle σ attached to α has the following values:
σ(1, 1) = σ(1, x) = σ(x, 1) = t1 ,
σ(1, y) = σ(y, 1) = σ(1, z) = σ(z, 1) = 0 ,
σ(x, x) = at2xt
−1
1 ,
σ(y, y) = σ(z, y) = −σ(y, z) = (at2y + bt1ty + ct
2
1) t
−1
1 ,
σ(x, y) = −σ(x, z) = (atxty − t1tz) t
−1
1 ,
σ(y, x) = σ(z, x) = (bt1tx + atxty + t1tz) t
−1
1 ,
σ(z, z) = −(t2z + btxtz + act
2
x) t
−1
1 ,
The values of the inverse σ−1 are equal to the values of σ possibly divided by
positive powers of t1 and of σ(x, x) = at
2
xt
−1
1 .
By definition, BαH4 is the subalgebra of FracS(tH4) generated by the values of
σ and σ−1. If we set
(4.1)
E = t1 , R = a t
2
x , S = a t
2
y + b t1ty + c t
2
1 ,
T = tx (2a ty + b t1) , U = a t
2
x (2 tz + b tx) ,
then we can reformulate the above (nonzero) values of σ as follows:
σ(1, 1) = σ(1, x) = σ(x, 1) = E ,
σ(x, x) =
R
E
,
σ(y, y) = σ(z, y) = −σ(y, z) =
S
E
,
σ(x, y) = −σ(x, z) =
RT − EU
2ER
,
σ(y, x) = σ(z, x) =
RT + EU
2ER
,
σ(z, z) =
aU2 − (b2 − 4ac)R3
4aER2
.
From the previous equalities we conclude that E±1, R±1, S, T , U belong to BαH4
and that they generate it as an algebra.
In [2, Sect. 10] we obtained the following presentation of BαH4 by generators
and relations.
Theorem 4.1. We have
BαH4
∼= k[E±1, R±1, S, T, U ]/(Pa,b,c) ,
where
Pa,b,c = T
2 − 4RS −
b2 − 4ac
a
E2R .
It follows from the previous theorem that the algebra morphisms from BαH4
to a field K containing k are in one-to-one correspondence with the quintuples
(e, r, s, t, u) ∈ K5 verifying e 6= 0, r 6= 0, and the equation
(4.2) t2 − 4rs =
b2 − 4ac
a
e2r .
In other words, the set of K-points of BαH4 is the hypersurface of equation (4.2)
in K× ×K× ×K ×K ×K.
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5. The generic Galois extension
As in Section 3, we consider a Hopf algebra H and an invertible normalized
cocycle α : H ×H → k. Let αH be the corresponding twisted algebra.
5.1. The algebra AαH . By the definition of the commutative algebra B
α
H given
in Section 3.2, the generic cocycle σ takes its values in BαH . Therefore we may apply
the construction of Section 2.2 and consider the twisted algebra
AαH = B
α
H ⊗
σH .
The product of AαH is given for all b, c ∈ B
α
H and x, y ∈ H by
(b⊗ ux)(c⊗ uy) =
∑
(x),(y)
bc σ(x(1), y(1))⊗ ux(2)y(2) .
We call AαH the generic Galois extension attached to the cocycle α.
The subalgebra of co¨ınvariants of AαH is equal to B
α
H ⊗ u1; this subalgebra is
central in AαH . Therefore, A
α
H is a central cleft H-Galois extension of B
α
H .
By [2, Prop. 5.3], there is an algebra morphism χ0 : B
α
H → k such that
χ0
(
σ(x, y)
)
= α(x, y) and χ0
(
σ−1(x, y)
)
= α−1(x, y)
for all x, y ∈ H . Consider the maximal ideal m0 = Ker(χ0 : B
α
H → k) of B
α
H .
According to [2, Prop. 6.2], there is an isomorphism of H-comodule algebras
AαH/m0A
α
H
∼= αH .
Thus, AαH is a flat deformation of
αH over the commutative algebra BαH .
Certain properties of αH lift to the generic Galois extension AαH such as the
one recorded in the following result of [2], where FracBαH stands for the field of
fractions of BαH .
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the ground field k is of characteristic zero and the Hopf
algebra H is finite-dimensional. If the algebra αH is simple (resp. semisimple), then
so is
FracBαH ⊗BαH A
α
H = FracB
α
H ⊗
σH .
5.2. Forms. We have just observed that αH ∼= AαH/m0A
α
H for some maxi-
mal ideal m0 of B
α
H . We may now wonder what can be said of the other central
specializations of AαH , that is of the quotients A
α
H/mA
α
H , where m is an arbitrary
maximal ideal of BαH . To answer this question, we need the following terminology.
Let β : H ×H → K be a normalized invertible cocycle with values in a field K
containing the ground field k. We say that the twisted H-comodule algebraK⊗βH
is a K-form of αH if there is a field L containing K and an L-linear isomorphism
of H-comodule algebras
L⊗K (K ⊗
βH) ∼= L⊗k
αH .
We now state two theorems relating forms of αH to central specializations of
the generic Galois extension AαH . For proofs, see [2, Sect. 7].
Theorem 5.2. For any K-form K ⊗ βH of αH, where β : H × H → K is a
normalized invertible cocycle with values in an extension K of k, there exist an
algebra morphism χ : BαH → K and a K-linear isomorphism of H-comodule algebras
Kχ ⊗Bα
H
AαH
∼= K ⊗ βH .
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Here Kχ stands for K equipped with the B
α
H-module structure induced by the
algebra morphism χ : BαH → K. We have
Kχ ⊗Bα
H
AαH
∼= AαH/mχA
α
H ,
where mχ = Ker(χ : B
α
H → K).
There is a converse to Theorem 5.2; it requires an additional condition.
Theorem 5.3. If FracS(tH) is integral over the subalgebra B
α
H , then for any field K
containing k and any algebra morphism χ : BαH → K, the H-comodule K-algebra
Kχ ⊗Bα
H
AαH = A
α
H/mχA
α
H is a K-form of
αH.
It follows that if FracS(tH) is integral over B
α
H , then the map
Alg(BαH ,K) −→ K- Forms(
αH)
χ 7−→ Kχ ⊗Bα
H
AαH = A
α
H/mχA
α
H
is a surjection from the set of algebra morphisms BαH → K to the set of isomorphism
classes of K-forms of αH . Thus the set Alg(BαH ,K) parametrizes the K-forms
of αH . Using terminology of singularity theory, we say that the Galois extension
BαH ⊂ A
α
H is a versal deformation space for the forms of
αH (we would call this
space universal if the above surjection was bijective).
By Theorem 5.1, the central localization FracBαH ⊗BαH A
α
H is a simple algebra
if the algebra αH is simple. Under the integrality condition above, we have the
following related result (see [2, Th. 7.4]).
Theorem 5.4. If FracS(tH) is integral over B
α
H and if the algebra
αH is simple,
then AαH is an Azumaya algebra with center B
α
H .
This means that AαH/mA
α
H is a simple algebra for any maximal ideal m of B
α
H .
For instance, any full matrix algebra with entries in a commutative algebra is
Azumaya.
Example 5.5. For the Sweedler algebra H4, we proved in [2, Sect. 10] that A
α
H4
is given as an algebra by
(5.1) AαH4
∼= BαH4〈X,Y 〉/(X
2 −R , Y 2 − S , XY + Y X − T ) ,
where BαH4 is as in Theorem 4.1 and the elements R,S, T of B
α
H4
are defined by (4.1).
As an BαH4-module, A
α
H4
is free with basis {1, X, Y,XY }.
6. The integrality condition
In view of Theorem 5.3 it is natural to ask the following question.
Question 6.1. Under which condition on the pair (H,α) is FracS(tH) integral
over the subalgebra BαH?
Question 6.1 has a negative answer in the case where H = k[Z] and α is
the trivial cocycle. Indeed, it follows from (3.6) that FracS(tH) is then a pure
transcendental extension (of degree one) of the field of fractions of BαH .
We give a positive answer in the following important case.
Theorem 6.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra generated as an algebra by a set Σ of
grouplike and skew-primitive elements such that the grouplike elements of Σ are of
finite order and generate the group of grouplike elements of H and such that each
skew-primitive element of Σ generates a finite-dimensional subalgebra of H. Then
FracS(tH) is integral over the subalgebra B
α
H for every cocycle α of H.
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Theorem 6.2 implies a positive answer to Question 6.1 for any finite-dimensional
Hopf algebra generated by grouplike and skew-primitive elements. It is conjectured
that all finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras are generated by grouplike and
skew-primitive elements; if this conjecture holds, then Question 6.1 has a positive
answer for any finite-dimensional Hopf algebra that is pointed.
Recall that g ∈ H is grouplike if ∆(g) = g ⊗ g; it then follows that ε(g) = 1.
The inverse of a grouplike element and the product of two grouplike elements are
grouplike. An element x ∈ H is skew-primitive if
(6.1) ∆(x) = g ⊗ x+ x⊗ h
for some grouplike elements g, h ∈ H ; this implies ε(x) = 0. The product of a
skew-primitive element by a grouplike element is skew-primitive.
In order to prove Theorem 6.2, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3. If x[1], . . . , x[n] are elements of H, then
tx[1]···x[n] =
∑
x[1],...,x[n]
σ−1(x
[1]
(1) · · ·x
[n−1]
(1) , x
[n]
(1))×
× σ−1(x
[1]
(2) · · ·x
[n−2]
(2) , x
[n−1]
(2) ) · · ·σ
−1(x
[1]
(n−1), x
[2]
(n−1))×
× t
x
[1]
(n)
t
x
[2]
(n)
· · · t
x
[n−1]
(3)
t
x
[n]
(2)
×
× α(x
[1]
(n+1), x
[2]
(n+1)) · · ·α(x
[1]
(2n−2) x
[2]
(2n−2) · · ·x
[n−2]
(6) , x
[n−1]
(4) )×
× α(x
[1]
(2n−1) x
[2]
(2n−1) · · ·x
[n−1]
(5) , x
[n]
(3)) .
Proof. We prove the formula by induction on n. When n = 2 it reduces to
(6.2) txy =
∑
(x),(y)
σ−1(x(1), y(1)) tx(2) ty(2) α(x(3), y(3))
for x, y ∈ H . Let us first prove (6.2). By (3.4) the right-hand side of (6.2) is equal
to
∑
(x),(y)
tx(1)y(1) α
−1(x(2), y(2)) t
−1
x(3)
t−1y(3) ty(4)︸ ︷︷ ︸ tx(4) α(x(5), y(5))
=
∑
(x),(y)
tx(1)y(1) α
−1(x(2), y(2)) t
−1
x(3)
tx(4)︸ ︷︷ ︸ α(x(5), y(3))
=
∑
(x),(y)
tx(1)y(1) α
−1(x(2), y(2)) α(x(3), y(3))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
∑
(x),(y)
tx(1)y(1) ε(x(2)) ε(y(2))
=
∑
(x),(y)
tx(1)y(1) ε(x(2)y(2)) = txy .
Let us assume that Lemma 6.3 holds for all n-tuples of H and consider a
sequence (x[1], x[2], . . . , x[n+1]) of n+1 elements of H . By the induction hypothesis
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and by (6.2), tx[1]x[2]···x[n+1] = t(x[1]x[2])···x[n+1] is equal to∑
x[1],x[2],...,x[n+1]
σ−1
(
(x
[1]
(1)x
[2]
(1)) · · ·x
[n]
(1), x
[n+1]
(1)
)
×
× σ−1(
(
x
[1]
(2)x
[2]
(2)) · · ·x
[n−1]
(2) , x
[n]
(2)
)
· · ·σ−1(x
[1]
(n−1)x
[2]
(n−1), x
[3]
(n−1))×
× t
x
[1]
(n)
x
[2]
(n)
t
x
[3]
(n)
· · · t
x
[n]
(3)
t
x
[n+1]
(2)
×
× α(x
[1]
(n+1)x
[2]
(n+1), x
[3]
(n+1)) · · ·
· · ·α
(
(x
[1]
(2n−2) x
[2]
(2n−2))x
[3]
(2n−2) · · ·x
[n−1]
(6) , x
[n]
(4)
)
×
× α
(
(x
[1]
(2n−1) x
[2]
(2n−1))x
[3]
(2n−1) · · ·x
[n]
(5), x
[n+1]
(3)
)
=
∑
x[1],x[2],...,x[n+1]
σ−1(x
[1]
(1)x
[2]
(1) · · ·x
[n]
(1), x
[n+1]
(1) )σ
−1(x
[1]
(2)x
[2]
(2) · · ·x
[n−1]
(2) , x
[n]
(2)) · · ·
· · ·σ−1(x
[1]
(n−1)x
[2]
(n−1), x
[3]
(n−1))σ
−1(x
[1]
(n), x
[2]
(n))×
× t
x
[1]
(n+1)
t
x
[2]
(n+1)
t
x
[3]
(n)
· · · t
x
[n]
(3)
t
x
[n+1]
(2)
×
× α(x
[1]
(n+2), x
[2]
(n+2))α(x
[1]
(n+3)x
[2]
(n+3), x
[3]
(n+1)) · · ·
· · ·α(x
[1]
(2n) x
[2]
(2n) x
[3]
(2n−2) · · ·x
[n−1]
(6) , x
[n]
(4))×
× α(x
[1]
(2n+1) x
[2]
(2n+1) x
[3]
(2n−1) · · ·x
[n]
(5), x
[n+1]
(3) ) ,
which is the desired formula for n+ 1 elements. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let A be the integral closure of BαH in FracS(tH).
To prove the theorem it suffices to establish that each generator tz of S(tH) belongs
to A.
We start with the unit of H . By [2, Lemma 5.1], t1 = σ(1, 1). Thus t1 belongs
to BαH , hence to A.
Let g be a grouplike element of the generating set Σ. By hypothesis, there is
an integer n ≥ 2 such that gn = 1. We apply Lemma 6.3 to x[1] = · · · = x[n] = g.
Since any iterated coproduct ∆(p) applied to g yields
(6.3) ∆(p)(g) = g ⊗ g ⊗ · · · ⊗ g ,
where the right-hand side is the tensor product of p copies of g, we obtain
(6.4) tgn = σ
−1(gn−1, g)σ−1(gn−2, g) · · ·σ−1(g, g) tng×
× α(g, g) · · ·α(gn−2, g)α(gn−1, g) .
Since the values of an invertible cocycle on grouplike elements are invertible ele-
ments, since tgn = t1, and since σ
−1(g, h) = 1/σ(g, h) for all grouplike elements
g, h, Formula (6.4) implies
tng = t1
σ(gn−1, g)σ(gn−2, g) · · ·σ(g, g)
α(g, g) · · ·α(gn−2, g)α(gn−1, g)
.
The right-hand side belongs to BαH . It follows that tg is in A for each grouplike
element of Σ.
Since the grouplike elements of Σ are of finite order and generate the group of
grouplike elements of H , any grouplike element g of H is a product g = g[1] · · · g[n]
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of grouplike elements of Σ for which we have just established that tg[1] , . . . , tg[n]
belong to A. It then follows from Lemma 6.3 and (6.3) that
tg[1]···g[n] = κ(g
[1], . . . , g[n]) tg[1] tg[2] · · · tg[n−1] tg[n] ,
where κ(g[1], . . . , g[n]) is the invertible element of BαH given by
κ(g[1], . . . , g[n])
=
α(g[1], g[2]) · · ·α(g[1] g[2] · · · g[n−2], g[n−1])α(g[1] g[2] · · · g[n−1], g[n])
σ(g[1] g[2] · · · g[n−1], g[n])σ(g[1] g[2] · · · g[n−2], g[n−1]) · · ·σ(g[1], g[2])
.
Therefore, tg ∈ A for every grouplike element of H .
We next show that tx belongs to A for every skew-primitive element x of Σ. It
is easy to check that if x satisfies (6.1), then for all p ≥ 2,
(6.5) ∆(p)(x) = g⊗p ⊗ x+
p−1∑
i=1
g⊗(p−i) ⊗ x⊗ h⊗i + x⊗ h⊗p .
Thus the iterated coproduct of any skew-primitive element x is a sum of tensor
product of elements, all of which are grouplike, except for exactly one, which is x. It
then follows from Lemma 6.3 and (6.5) that for each n ≥ 1 the element txn is a linear
combination with coefficients in BαH of monomials of the form tg1tg2 · · · tgn−pt
p
x,
where 0 ≤ p ≤ n and g1, . . . , gn−p are grouplike elements. It is easily checked
that in this linear combination there is a unique monomial of the form tnx whose
coefficient is the invertible element of BαH
σ−1(gn−1, g)σ−1(gn−2, g) · · ·σ−1(g, g)α(h, h) · · ·α(hn−2, h)α(hn−1, h) .
Since tg belongs to A for any grouplike element g ∈ H , it follows that, for all
n ≥ 1, the element txn is a polynomial of degree n in tx with coefficients in A. By
hypothesis, there are scalars λ1, . . . , λn−1, λn ∈ k for some positive integer n such
that
xn + λ1x
n−1 + · · ·+ λn−1x+ λn = 0 .
Therefore, tx satisfies a degree n polynomial equation with coefficients in the in-
tegral closure A and with highest-degree coefficient equal to 1. This proves that
tx ∈ A.
To complete the proof, it suffices to check that tz belongs to A for any product z
of grouplike or skew-primitive elements x[1], . . . , x[n] such that tx[1] , . . . , tx[n] belong
to A. It follows from Lemma 6.3, (6.3), and (6.5) that tz is a linear combination
with coefficients in BαH of products of the variables tx[1] , . . . , tx[n] and of variables of
the form tg, where g is grouplike. Since these monomials belong to A, so does tz. 
7. How to construct elements of BαH
In the example considered in Section 4 we reformulated the values of the generic
cocycle in terms of certain rational fractions E, R, S, T , U . The aim of this last
section is to explain how we found these fractions by presenting a general systematic
way of producing elements of BαH for an arbitrary Hopf algebra. To this end we
introduce a new set of symbols.
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7.1. The symbols Xx. Let H be a Hopf algebra and XH a copy of the
underlying vector space ofH ; we denote the identity map fromH to XH by x 7→ Xx
for all x ∈ H .
Consider the tensor algebra T (XH) of the vector space XH over the ground
field k:
T (XH) =
⊕
r≥0
X⊗rH .
If {xi}i∈I is a basis of H , then T (XH) is the free noncommutative algebra over the
set of indeterminates {Xxi}i∈I .
The algebra T (XH) is an H-comodule algebra equipped with the coaction δ :
T (XH)→ T (XH)⊗H given for all x ∈ H by
(7.1) δ(Xx) =
∑
(x)
Xx(1) ⊗ x(2) .
7.2. Co¨ınvariant elements of T (XH). Let us now present a general method
to construct co¨ınvariant elements of T (XH). We need the following terminology.
Given an integer n ≥ 1, an ordered partition of {1, . . . , n} is a partition I =
(I1, . . . , Ir) of {1, . . . , n} into disjoint nonempty subsets I1, . . . , Ir such that i < j
for all i ∈ Ik and j ∈ Ik+1 (1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1).
If x[1], . . . , x[n] are n elements of H and if I = {i1 < · · · < ip} is a subset
of {1, . . . , n}, we set x[I] = x[i1] · · ·x[ip] ∈ H . If I = (I1, . . . , Ir) is an ordered
partition of {1, . . . , n}, then clearly x[I1] · · ·x[Ir ] = x[1] · · ·x[n].
Now let x[1], . . . , x[n] be n elements of H and I = (I1, . . . , Ir), J = (J1, . . . , Js)
be ordered partitions of {1, . . . , n}. We consider the following element of T (XH):
(7.2) Px[1],...,x[n];I,J =
∑
(x[1]),...,(x[n])
Xx[I1](1) · · ·Xx[Ir](1)XS(x[Js](2)) · · ·XS(x[J1](2)) .
The element Px[1],...,x[n];I,J is an homogeneous element of T (XH) of degree r + s.
Observe that Px[1],...,x[n];I,J is linear in each variable x[1], . . . , x[n].
We have the following generalization of [2, Lemma 2.1].
Proposition 7.1. Each element Px[1],...,x[n];I,J of T (XH) is co¨ınvariant.
Proof. By (7.1), δ(Px[1],...,x[n];I,J) is equal to
∑
(x[1]),...,(x[n])
Xx[I1](1) · · ·Xx[Ir](1)XS(x[Js](4)) · · ·XS(x[J1](4))
⊗ x[I1](2) · · ·x[Ir ](2) S(x[Js](3)) · · ·S(x[J1](3))
=
∑
(x[1]),...,(x[n])
Xx[I1](1) · · ·Xx[Ir](1)XS(x[Js](4)) · · ·XS(x[J1](4))
⊗ x[1](2) · · ·x[n](2) S(x[n](3)) · · ·S(x[1](3))
=
∑
(x[1]),...,(x[n])
Xx[I1](1) · · ·Xx[Ir](1)XS(x[Js](3)) · · ·XS(x[J1](3))
⊗ ε(x[1](2)) · · · ε(x[n](2))
=
∑
(x[1]),...,(x[n])
Xx[I1](1) · · ·Xx[Ir](1)XS(x[Js](2)) · · ·XS(x[J1](2)) ⊗ 1 .
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Therefore, δ(Px[1],...,x[n];I,J) = Px[1],...,x[n];I,J ⊗ 1 and the conclusion follows. 
As special cases of the previous proposition, the following elements of T (XH)
are co¨ınvariant for all x, y ∈ H :
(7.3) Px = Px;({1}),({1}) =
∑
(x)
Xx(1) XS(x(2))
and
(7.4) Px,y = Px,y;({1},{2}),({1,2}) =
∑
(x),(y)
Xx(1) Xy(1) XS(x(2)y(2)) .
7.3. The generic evaluation map. As in Section 3, let H be a Hopf algebra,
α : H ×H → k a normalized invertible cocycle, and αH the corresponding twisted
algebra.
Consider the algebra morphism µα : T (XH) → S(tH) ⊗
αH defined for all
x ∈ H by
µα(Xx) =
∑
(x)
tx(1) ⊗ ux(2) .
The morphism µα possesses the following properties (see [2, Sect. 4]).
Proposition 7.2. (a) The morphism µα : T (XH)→ S(tH)⊗
αH is an H-comodule
algebra morphism.
(b) If the ground field k is infinite, then for every H-comodule algebra morphism
µ : T (XH)→
αH, there is a unique algebra morphism χ : S(tH)→ k such that
µ = (χ⊗ id) ◦ µα .
In other words, any H-comodule algebra morphism µ : T (XH) →
αH is ob-
tained by specialization from µα. For this reason we call µα the generic evaluation
map for αH .
Now we have the following result (see [2, Sect. 8]).
Proposition 7.3. If P ∈ T (XH) is co¨ınvariant, then µα(P ) belongs to B
α
H .
It follows that the image µα(Px[1],...,x[n];I,J) of all co¨ınvariant elements defined
by (7.2) belong to BαH . This provides a systematic way to produce elements of B
α
H .
Example 7.4. When H = H4 is the Sweedler algebra, it is easy to check that the
elements R, S, T , U of (4.1) are obtained in this way: we have
R = µα(Px) , T = µα(Py−z) , U = µα(Px,z) , ES = µα(Py,y) ,
where {1, x, y, z} is the basis ofH4 defined in Section 4 and Px, Py−z, Px,z, and Py,y
are special cases of the noncommutative polynomials defined by (7.3) and (7.4).
Remark 7.5. In [2] we developped a theory of polynomial identities forH-comodule
algebras. This theory applies in particular to the twisted algebras αH . We estab-
lished that the H-identities of αH , as defined in loc. cit., are exactly the elements
of T (XH) that lie in the kernel of the generic evaluation map µα. Thus the H-
comodule algebra
UαH = T (XH)/Kerµα
plays the roˆle of a universal comodule algebra. We also constructed an H-comodule
algebra morphism UαH → A
α
H ; under certain conditions this map turns the generic
Galois extensionAαH into a central localization of the universal comodule algebra U
α
H
(see [2, Sect. 9] for details).
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